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ABSTRACT 

This paper d~scribes a method for estimating 
the call-carrying capacity of processors whose 
ta~ks are ordered in priority levels having 
interruption faciifties. The levels, grouping 
programs for ~~fferent functions, are consider
ed as the un~ts to be . served by the processor. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

~ Preemptive-resume .philosoppy of service is 
treated. Different types of levels are taken 

Present switching equipment is controlled by 
computer-stored programs. Generally, these 
programs are arranged by levels in such a way 
that each level ' contains several programs. In 
order to efficiently carry out the different 
program tasks of the levels, each level is as
signed a certain priority so that one level 
may be interrupted by another with higher 
priority. Although this rule may be considered 
to be a general one, it may be modified depend
ing on the 'sophistication of the system, as 
will be ex~lained later on. Programs belonging 
to each level mayor may not be arranged ac
cording to given priorities. 

~ 

• 

. into account such a~ levels governing periphe
ral units, levels having scheduled entries 
distributed over constant cycles, etc. 

Steady-state is considered. From average values 
a stability' criterium is obtained for the worst 
case. An iterative proces~ is applied for esti
mating the . maximum frequency of each level, as 
well as the delay for execution completion 
which in turn gives an indication of the max
imum level of utilization. 
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In a system of this nature it is convenient to 
know the real time constraints (speed of the 
computer, speed of the peripheral units, delay 
times, etc) as well as the contribution of each 
level to the processor occupancy. 

It is well known that the capacity of a proces
sor is defined as the permissible load without 
disregarding any of the constraints imposed by 
service criteria. The first step to be taken 
in obtaining the processor capacity is to de
termine, for a given number of calls with a 
typical call mix (1), the processor occupancy for 
the programs which are needed strictly for call 
processing. In other words, programs concerned 
with maintenance, utility, .etc. will not be 
considered except in those cases where this 
type of programs has a very high priority or a 
notable influence on the processor occupancy. 
Accordingly, the processor occupancy during a 
certain period of time, called "observation 
time", will be defined for such types of 
programs as the time the processor spends run
ning them. The choice of the "observation time" 
will be made in such a way that all the pro
grams to be considered have a representative 
influence on the total occupation time. ·When 
the occupation for these programs has been 
found, two possibilities are envisaged: 

a) The occupation is less than 100%. 

b) Not all the programs that have been consider 
ed can be run during observation time. 

Evidently, in the second case the software 
design must be modified in .order to obtain the 
stability of the system~ The conclusion in the 
fiist case is that during its free time the 
processor may run programs that have not been 
considered; however, this does not mean that 
the service criteria is sufficiently fulfilled. In 
this context, the problem of how to determine 
whether the service criteria are .being adequat
ly complied with arises. Here again, a first 
step may be taken by considering the program 
delays undergone to complete the job; if oc
cupancy reaches a certain point where these 
delays begin to appear as really critical, it 
is quite evident that the processor should not 
work at that level of utilization. 
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Without any doubt, many other factors will warn 
the system designer that the processor should 
not work with the load found by the considered 
model; among these factors are the availabilrty 
of peripheral units, delays for them which in
fluence delays in the completion of associated 
programs, etc. It is pos~ible that the most 
important point is the time spent by the pro
cessor in search of a free path, for there is 
a direct influence on the processor occupancy. 
Consequently, a ~pecial study must be under
taken to handle this aspect. 

The results obtained by the application of this 
model may lead to at least ' one conciusion 
which is that there exist~ an upper limit at 
which the processor can no longer operate. The 
problem will arise whenever the considered 
delays become critical, but its solution will 
not be easy and cannot be given in a general 
way as only particular conclusions can be made 
for each system under study. 

The aim of this article is to give a non-prob
abilistic method that, according to certain 
assumptions, is able to provide the following 
results: 

a) Processor occupancy for each level. 

b) An upper limit for the average time inter
val elapsing fr om the instant when an order 
is sent to a determined level until the 
time when results are available. 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION. 

According to the ideas explained in the pre
vious paragraphsithe processor is thought of 
as a hierarchical organization composed mainly 
of levels and programs. 

It is clear that levels can be considered as 
disjoint sets in the sense that a program can
not belong to two different levels. On the 
other hand, two different programs cannot run 
simultaneously in the processor. Therefore, it 
is possible to consider the processor as a 
"server" and the levels as the "units" to be 
served. 

The elementary un~ts to be served are the pro
grams, but, due to the fact that the levels 
have greater importance in the organization, 
it seems more convenient to consider that the 
levels are the hypothetical units to be served. 

In order to determine the stochastic behaviour 
of such a queueing system it is necessary to 
know the following characteristics: 

a) Input process or arrival law of the levels 
as a function of the time. 

b) Service process or service time distribution 
of the levels. 

c) Service 'discipline or rules accQrding to 
which levels are selected and serviced.' 

, d) Number of servers = Number of processors. 

This stochastic process is in general non-Mar
'ko~ian because the future behaviour of the 
process cannot be predicted with the present 
kn~wledge of the system arone. 

Sipce this queueing model (G/G/n) with a 
cer~ain priority discipline is neither solved 
nor is it known which type of law is most 
representative of the actual system operation 
a rough study of this process will be made 
considering steady state as well as average 
values of the different variables involved. 
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3. PRIORITY DISCIPLINE. 

In a syste~ ' with ' general characteristics simi
lar to the one alr~ady Aescribed, it is nece s 
sary to ' estab~ish ' a ciertain i n terrupt disci
pline ~n order to carry out all th~ tasks to 
be performed. 

In the case under study it has been dec'ided to 
use the preemptive-resume discipline. In other 
words, assume that the processor is composed 
of "n" interrupt levels ordered according to 
their ' priority (the i-th level has greater 
priori ty than the j-th level when i < j). Each 
level may be composed of "m" programs which 
mayor may not be ordered according to priori
ties. Assume that a program of level with a 
priorit.y "j" is in service when a request for 
a ie'Vel with priority "i" arrives. In this case, 
the s 'ervice of level "j" will be immediately 
interrupted and the processor will start to 
serve the i-th level. When i-th level has 
finished its job, - the processor resumes service 
from the point where j-th level was 'interrupted 
(under assumption that no further interruptions 
occur). • However, it may occur that when a program of 
level "j" is running and an interrupt from level 
"i" ' arrives, the program of level "i" is marked 
in such a way that the interrupt is inhibited 
until a certain instruction is reached, which 
permits the interruption. The time interval • 
during which a level's program cannot be inter
rupted is called "inhibit time". 

Each time an interruption occurs the processor 
spends additional time at the ~eginning and at 
the end of the interruption in order to save 
and restore the registers used by the last 
level to be interrupted. This time is called 
'!interruption overhead time". 

Interruptions are produced either by a periph
eral unit or by one of the processor's pro
grams. In both cases, interruptiens mayor may 
not be dependent on call processing. They are 
permitted so that the peripheral units are 
kept as pusy as possible to guarantee e~ficient 
usage and so that is obtained a fast response 
time to real , time transactions. Another impor
tant reason for having interruptions is the 
detection of Caults that can occur in the 
system. 

4. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITION OF TERMS. 

It will be assumed that the system is .wo'rk
ing in simplex which means that only one pro
cessor controls the whole system. 

• 
This assumption does not really imply a cons- • 
tr'aint for the calcula tion method pecause it 
i s possible to make the same type of study in 
the case of duplex operation by considering one 
computer and taking into account the variations 
produced by the second processor working on a 
sharing ~asis wiih the first one. 

For a set of given traffic conditions it 
will be considered that the system has reached 
its steady state and that the process is a 
stationary one. 

Due to the fact that one of the most impor
tant factors that influe~ces the processor be
haviour is its organizatio~ into interrupt 
levels, it seems appropriate to perform the 
proces s or capacity study by considering these 
levels as the principal elements causing an 
exchange of information wi thin the processor 
and between the processor and the peripheral 
units. 

As is well known" an int errupt level for real 



• 

• 
• 

time systems is defined as a set of programs, 
each having the same ' capacity to interrupt 
levels of less priority. However, in what 
follows the concept of level will be modified 
accordin~ to the following definition: 

"Level" (the word level without quotation 
marks will indicate a level of the actual 
system), will mean a ·ficti tious program which 
is characterized bya certain priority and two 
quantities: execution time and execution fre
quency. 

"Level" has been defined as a fictitious pro
gram due to the fact that, in practice and as 
defined earlier, a level consists of several 
programs. Consequently, there will be certain 
difficulty in the application of the method to 
actual systems with respect to: 

a) Number of different "levels" to be defined. 

b) Characteristics of these "levels" that 
should be obtained from the data correspond
ing to the programs that compose each of 
the levels defined in the actual case. 

In order to clarify the quantities that charac
terize a "level", it is necessary to explain 
first what should be understood in the method 
by execution of the "level". Let us consider 
the -example of fi~ure 1. 

"LIVII" j(j<i) , 
~ 

r------"j : : 
I t-----1 ~ I""""""""j I I , , 

~I tz ' ~s t4 tll t. -;: , 
I 
I , 

"Llvel"i Fig.: I : Time progress of "level" i 

In toe- i~stant of time tl, "level" i starts to 
run in the processor; at this time there will 

' probably be a certain number of tasks to be 
performed by this "level". At times t2 and t4, 
"level" i is interrupted by "levels" j and k of 
higher priority. At time t6 all the tasks that 
had arrived up to tl for service by this "level" 
have been performed. The execution time of this 
"level" will be t2-tl+t4-t)+t6-t5 and the exe
cution frequency during the period of time 
t6-tl will be equal to 1. 

According to this example execution time of a 
"level" will be defined as the average ' time 
spent by the "level" in servicing all tasks 
that existed at the time of initiating the 
"level" execution. Execution freguency of a 
"level" , during a certain period of time will , 
be defined as the average number of times that 
the "level" is 'executed in such a period. 

It should be remarked that in the normal cases 
found in practice some additional tasks may 
arrive while a program is running. Depending 
on the operation philosophy of the program, 
several possibilities may be contemplated; the 

' extrem cases are those where all tasks that 
arrive during the running of the program are 
servic.ed and where all are delayed until the 
next time the "level" starts to, run. These pol
icies are called "come right in" and "please 
wait" respectively. In the present method the 
"please wait"policy has been adopted for all 
poss1ble cases. ' 

Depending on the "level", the way of operation 
as well as the real t~me constraints differ 
greatly. Thus, a certain classification is pos
sible. 

a) "Level" whose appearance is determined by 
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means of a clock; this '~ever'has a scheduled 
cycle of entries. ' If no other "levels" with 
higher priorities are runnin~ iri the proces
sor at the time when the scheduled '~evet' is 
jue to start this '~evet' begins to service its 
tasks. It should be noted that, although this 
'~ever'has a theoretical scheduled ' cycle, the 
actual cycle may be different owing to inter
ruptions. This type of'~eve1' is commonly used 
in real-time systems. 

b) "Level" whose mission is to treat peripheral 
unit s; its appearanc'e is dependent upon where 
whether other "levels" request its operation 
or whether it receives information fr:om the 
peripheral unit. Normally, in the first case 
the appearance of this type of'~ever is con
ditioned by the external peripheral unit in 
the sense that the level cannot enter if the 
corresponding peripheral unit is busy. This 
situation is really a constraint for the 

"leve1' and, therefore, should be known in ad
vance in order to define the proper "execu
tion frequency". 

c) "Levels" that do not belong to any of the 
preceeding cases. The most typical philosophy 
bases"level' entry on traffic demand without 
any oth~r constraint. 

According to the above comments, let us consider 
the reasons for job completion delay for each 
type of "level". 

Let us consider figures 2a, 2b and 2c for the a 
type of 'tevels'! 

"Llvel" u"de, study ---!'I 
I I 
I I 
I , 

nn 
I " I , " , 

u, st. 

(2a) 

~ ! ~ ~-~'L.vII"undlr study 
, I H I 
, I' " t I I 

t, t z tszll sh 4t. 

(2b) 

~ ! ... ' ___ ... :_-':Levll" under study 

I I I I I 

t I t'z 2t, +'.3', 
(2e:) 

F •. 2 : Different executions for 111 a type "level" 

As has already been mentioned, the reason for 
the alteration of the theoretically scheduled 
cycle is an interruption. In all figures a 
"level" has been assumed to have a theoretical
ly scheduled cycle equal to t l • In figure 2a 
no interruptions occur during the execution of 
this "level" and, therefore, the delay for job 
completion is the average of the executio'n 
times. In figure 2b the "level" cannot enter at 
time tl because a higher priority "level" is 
running; this "level" finishes its job before 
2tl. Depending on the time t2-tl' the request 
that was produced in tl mayor may not be lost; 
this is a constraint that is normally found in 
practice. In the case of figure 2b it has been 
assumed that the request is not lost. The delay 
in this case is t)-tl. In the last figure t~e 
"level" with higher priority finishes its job 
before 2tl and the "level" under study, assum
ing the same hypothesis as in the above case, 
starts to run at time t2 and finishes its job 
at time t1. In this case, the request at 2tl is 
l~st and the delay is tJ-tl. ' 

Therefore, for this type of "level", the delay 
will be defined as theaverag~ time elapsing 
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from the point at which the "level" was theoreti
cally scheduled and the point at which the"lev
el" was executed. 

Let us con::;.Luer fig. 3 for the "b" type of lev
els. 

~ IL-..r-; ~ 
~ :!; ~ ; , 

"'--I _ ~ L_"":'level" under 
:: 1 : I study 

~--~f-,~~------~t~~------~t-4--~t~5-t~!6--------~t-7--· 

! I i End Jf job from Request to the 
t • + the P. U. peripheral unit. 

Request for the Request to the R8qUf.lt for the 
"level" undw study peripheral unit "level' under study 

Fig. 3: Execution of a b type "level" 

At a certain time tl a request is made for the 
"level" under study. This request comes, for 
instance, from a priority "level" higher than the 
one running at the time. At tim~ t2, the consi~ 
ered "level" starts to give service ; at time 
t 3 , the"levels"job is c~mpleted, ,:md a r~quest 
is sent to the free perlpheral unlt. Durlng 
the time t5-t3 that the peripheral unit is busy 
the "level" under consideration cannot give ad
ditional orders to the same peripheral unit. 
However, thi s "level" may be run to give tasks 
to other similar peripheral units, or other 
'~evel~'with higher or lower priority can give 
service due to the assumption that the periphe
ral unit associated with a "level' type b is 
asyncronous. At time t5' when the peripheral 
unit has completed its job, an interruption at
tempt is produced in order to request the end 
of the job. The interruption is accepted at 
time t6 and the end of job as well as the re
quest that had arrived at t4 are processed. At 
time t7 a new request is made to the peripheral 
unit. 

In each case the delays for the completion of 
the job by the "level" should be t3-tl and t7-t4 
respectively. However, in the method it will 
be considered that no waiting exists due to the 
unavailability of the peripheral units. Never
theless, it will be taken into account that 
during the average operation time per actuation 
of the unit the "level" cannot give work to the 
same unit. In other words, only'~eveV'delays 
due to higher priority'~evel~'will be consider
ed. The validity of this assumption will great
ly depend on the load of the peripheral units; 
if this load is not too high, the assumption 
may be fairly accepted. Therefore, the delay 
for " 'levels" of type "b" should be understood 
as the average period of time elapsing from the 
time at which the request is made until the 
time at which the request is executed by the 
'~eveV'under the above assumption. According to 
this, the delays in the two cases showed in 
figure 6 are t3-tl and t 7 -t5 respectively. 

For the "levels" type "c" the delay of the"lev
eV'is defined as the average period of time 
elapsing from the time the request is made un~ 

til the time the job is completed. This is a 
p:articular case of levels type "b': in which, no 
peripheral units are involved. 

Two main factors condition the flow of the 
levels: priority organization and the sequence 
of operations for each type of call. As has 
been shown previously, the first one will be 
considered during the development of the ca1-
cu1ation method; the second .has not been con-
sidered at all. The only p~ssible way of taking 
into account such a factor is by the know1edge 
of the variation according to traffi c cond i tio~ 

of the transition probabilities between levels. 
The mathematical difficulties of the problem 
arise not on1y in the non-Markovian character 
of the process, but a1so in the definition on 
the preceeding probabilities. 

finally, it will be assume d t hat t here are no 
limitations on memory size so tha t the number of 
buffers is sufficiently large to avoid having an 
influence on the determinati on 01 the parameters 
that characterize a level. 

't 

According to the assumption~ a nd definitions 
established, the following problems should be 
solved: 

a) Determination of the execution time for each 
"level". 

b) Determination of the maximum execution fre
quency for each "level". 

C) Determination of the execution frequency for 
each "level". 

d) Occupancy time per "level". 

e) Stability of the system. 

f) Delays of the "levels". 

These items are not independent , for none of 
them may be calculated in a general way without 
previous knowledge of the others. For this rea
son, it will be necessary to calculate a), b) or 
c) by iterative methods. Furthermore, the char
acteristics of a "level" depend upon the occupan 
cy of higher priority "levels" during the exe- -
cution of such a'~evel~ To calculate the execu
tion frequency of a "level" it will be necessary 
to ' know the execution times and the execution 
frequencies of higher priority "levels'! 

Parameters that characterize a "level" should be 
determined in a "step by step" manner. When a 
certain organization by interrupt "levels" is 
considered, the chances are that some of the par 
ameters mentioned above can be calculated with-
out too much difficulty for the highest priority 
"level". In this case, it is possible, as will 
be shown, to calculate the correspondin~ values 
of such parameters for the other'~evels' in a 
progressive way. 

5. SYMBOLS. 

Only those symbols that are going to be used 
frequently throughout this paper will be defined 
in this section. Other symbols will be defined 
as necessity arises. 

T - Observation time. 

t. - Execution time of "level" i. 
1 

'ti - Average inhibit time per "level" i. 

C . - Cycle of the peripheral unit associated to 
1 "level" i. 

C: 
1 

f. 
1 

O . 
1 

D . 
1 

- Scheduled cycle of "level" i. 

- Ex e c ution frequency of "level" i. 

- Oc cupancy time of "level" i during T. 

- De1ay of "1eve1" i according to the defi-
nitions given in paragraph 2. 

6. DETERMINATION OF THE EXECUTION TIME OF A 
"LEVEL". 

Generally, a program belonging to a level of 
the actual system is able to perform different 
tasks which depend not only on the type of suc
cessfu1 or unsuccessfu1 calls to be treated by 
the program, but a1so on the phase through which 
the call is progressing. 

The execution time of the program for a certain 
task may be considered as the sum of two dif
ferent times: a) time that the program is per
forming tasks which are independent of the traf
fic conditions ' usua11y ca1led overhead time 
b) time the program s pends on traffic-dependent 
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tasks. 

For some programs this dependence can be assum
ed to be linear; for others such as path 
searo,bing programs this assumption is not possi
ble since·their execution times strongly ,de
pend ort the load of the swi tcning netw:ork as 
well as of the path search strategy~ In these 
cases a good approximation can be obtained by 
simulating for each type of switching network ' 
connection, the time spent in searching for a 

,free path. The simulations are based, in es
sence, on the NEASIM "(a) method using as in
put the c~rrect traffic load distribution on 
the links corresponding to each switching 
stage and the actual times spent by each ele
mentary operation performed by the programs. 

In accordance with these ideas, it is neces
sary to determine the execution time associat
ed with the "level". This time should be ob
tained from t~e execution times of the pro
grams which comprise the "level". Under these 
conditiQn~, let us consider a certain "level" 
composed of "n" programs. Two possible cases 
may arise: 

1) The "level" is composed of one program 
only; n=l. 

2) The "level" is composed of "n" programs in 
such a way that two extreme cases have to 
be considered: a) every time the "level" 
enters only one program is executed; 
b) every time the "level" enters all the 
programs are consecutively executed. It may 

' happen that in a "level" composed of "n" 
programs, some of them are scheduled at the 
same time, this is an intermediate case 
between the two extremes and should be con
sideredin practical applications because it 
heavily depends on the internal philosophy 
applied "to ' the "level", which normally will 
be different for each system under study. 

The following symbols will be used for each 
type of ' call: 

k 

0 

It 

vjl 

It is a variable whose value indicates 
a job to be performed for a given pro
gram. 

- Overhead time of program k (it is in
dependent of the ,job j to be performed 
by the program). 

- The variable part of the time spent by 
the program k in performing the job j 
per one I-type call. 

It 
D 

jl 

- Number of times that program k executes 
job j per one I-type c~ll. 

Let us cons,ider the first case. 

The overhead time of the "level" will clearly be 
be the overhead time of the program. In what 
traffic dependent time is concerned, the 
following expression may be deduced: 

tv. L L Djl t vjl P I" Traffic: ,dependent time 
I j 

(6.1) 

where P.l means the percentage of I-type call. 

In ot'her :'words, for an equivalent "hypotheti
cal" call which does not belong to any type, 
the "level" spends an overhead time equal to 
to per "level" entry an tv for each call which 
is going to be serviced by the "level". 
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Therefore, if Ni represents the average number 
of ,rcall s " that are gQingto be serviced by, lev 
el "i" per entry, execution time of the "tevel"
i : ti' will be given by the expression: 

(6.2) 

For the second case a generalization of the 
above formulation can be made as follows: 

ti" 
It It 1 

D jl t vjl .I\J (6.) 

This formula is valid if all programs are exe
cuted when the "lev.el" enters; ' if only one pro
gram is executed, the execution time of the 
"level" becomes: ' 

t'i: ~ ti 

As can be seen from (6.2) and (6.), ~he exe
cution time, of the "leve} "depends on Ni which, 
in turn, is a functipn of the execution fre
quency. Therefore, only in those cases where 
the executio'n frequency is unknown should an 
iterative procedure be applied in order to de
termine both. Although the method will be ex
plaine~ in section 7, it can be said that the 
obtention of the initial value Noi for Ni will 
depend on the level philosophy. ' If the "level" 
belongs to the "a" type, it has a scheduled 
cycle such that the "level" appears independent
ly of having or not having tasks to be perform~ 
ed. As a consequence, Noi will be calCUlated as 
the average number of calls that arrive during 
a cycle. If the "level" is of the "b" type, it is 
associated with peripheral units and gives ser
vice on request, Noi=l, because it only treats 
one call at a time. 

An additional time must be added to the priori. 
ty levels due to the interruption overhead al
ready mentioned in section ). This ti'me is nor
mally constant for each interruption, but the 
number of them is a function of the philosophy 
of the level and the traffic. 

In summary the execution time of a "level" will 
be 

ti: toi + Nit Vi + q • tiNT 

where 

tiNT - interruption overhead time ~ 

q - is a facto~ whose value depends on the 
level priority, the arrival law of t~e leve~s 
and the ' interruption philosophy. For the high
est priority level its value normally is 1 
since each time the ~ever enters interrupts all 
others. for the lowest priority level q is 0, 
for any other its value will lay between 0 and 
1. 

As was mentioned in paragraph ), "levels" can
not be interrupted during ' inhibit times of the 
programs that belong to them. Thus, it is also 
necessary to associate each "level" with an 
average inhibit time which may be obtained in a 
way analo~ous to that_of , the preceding case. 

7. DETERMINATION OF THE EXECUTION FREQUENCY AND 
OCCUPANCY FOR EACH TYPE OF"LEVEI!'. 

7.1. "LEVELS" OF TYPE b. 

In this case, the "level" is associated with 
one or more peripheral units. In what follows 
it will be assumed that the "level" is associat 
ed with only one peripheral unit. Then the -
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maximum execution frequency occurs when no in
fluence is caused by higher levels: 

F j 
T 

If higher priority "levels" ' are considered, 
interruptions may be produced during tie The 
result of this effect is that the request to 
the peripheral u~it will be delayed during an 
interval of time equal to the occupancy time 
of higher priority "levels". 

----. 
: : 

I Lev• l" j und.r_--,...--J U~ 
study I : 

, ..... ...... :.---
I CI------. 

,,' . R.quest to the End of job of the 
perlph.rol unit . periph.ral unit . 

Fig ~ 4 : Total ey.de of a b type "level" 

According to ' Fig. 4 <the' following expression 
may be deduced: 

being F j the maximum execution frequency. 

T-Fi· Ci 

R(T-FjCj; j-I) 

refers to the maximum execution 
time allowed during T of "level" 
i .. 

refers to the time available for 
the execution of "level" i during 
a period of time equal to T. 

~efers to the occupancy of i-I 
higher priority "levels" during 
T - FjCj . • 

According to (7.1.2) the value of Fi is given 
by the expression: 

T - R ( T-FjCj ; j-i ) 

C j+t j 

In the most simple case where no influence 
of hig.her priority "levels" exists ' the func
tion R(T-fiCi~ i-I) is 0 and the frequency is 
gi ven . in 7.1.1 (most optimistic case) ' . 

The worst case occurs when the entire oc
cupancy of higher priority levels falls within 
the interval T-FiCi. Then: 

Being 0 (T, i-I): ~ Fj tj and. P: 0 (T,,i - I) / T 

j : 1 

T- ~ J • 1 (l-p) 

(7.1.4) 

In an intermediate case, whi.ch normally 
gives pessimistic results, the interrelation' 
between'~evel~'follows a law such that the 
influence of higher'~evels"is proportional to 
the interval T-FiCi (this situation holds true 
when the higher "levels" arrival law is ~xponen
tial and also in other cases). 

R(T-PjCj;i-l) :+ ~(!)(T;i-I) (T-FjCi) 

T - P (T-Fjq) T 

q • .!.. G 
I-P 

The entry of this type of "level" is cotidi tioned 
by the requests produced by othei-"levels"of 
higher or lower priorities. this estimatio~ does 
not take into account the fact that the val,ue 
of the execution frequency will dep·e.n<l ·· on , .the 
occupancy due to higher priority "l.ev.e·fs:: . the 
execution time of thel~eveV'and the ~6h~~ule ' 
cycle .of the peripheral ' uni t to wh.:i·c.h ·: the l'-eve1' 
is associated. Under these condi tibii.s'! .let us 
assume that the value obtained from the ~stimate 
for level "i" is fei~ The minimum ~a:iue' ameng 
Fi ant! f ei will be the ~requency of the "level" 
fie For ' all the c~ses the occupancy of the pro-
ces50r · d~e to that level will be fi;ti~ . 

If. the "level" is associated with . several peri
phera'l units, formula (7.1.3) cannot be ,··applied. 
Howe~er, an estimate of the maximum fr~quency 
of su.ch a "level" can be obtained as · 

~ Fjj 

f;r • where p is the 'number of peripheral un1 ts as-
·sociated with the "level" and Fij the ·valu·e for 
. the "j ,, ' peripheral unit of ·the maximum ,",frequeri-
cy given by formula~.l.~. The value obtained 
in this ·way will represent an upper limit of 
the maximum frequency at which the "level" can 
be run. • 7 ~ 2. "LEVELS" OF TYPE a. 

Let us consider a "level" of type aj this type 
is norma-lly regulated by a monitor such that 
the'~eveV'enters with a scheduled cy~le . equal 
to Ci. If· the "level" has not fini shed its work 
when it is due to enter once again,its .new en
try is lost, then the frequency decreases • 

. It is clear that the frequency depends . o~ . t .he 
relationshi p of higher priority "levels" to the 
one under study. As in the case of "levels" of 
type "b" three cases are considered. '.' I . 

1) The most optimistic one i.s that· in wP:j.ch' higher 
"levels" have no influence. The fre8~ency . is: 

T 
Fp . (7.2.1) 

2) The worst cases occurs when the entire oc-
. ·cupancy of h igher "levels" falls ~ithi'n the • 

execution times of the "level" considered 
and its sc~eduling is prevented as much as 
possible. If this situations occurs in a 
block the execution time corresponding to the 
·work accumulate d during the time in which the 
"level" canno t ent er may influence the. fre- . 
quency. The mo stpessimistic case occ}lrs when . 
this time is equal to the full occupancy of 
the "level" due t o tvi' OVi , • 

, being Qvi = Fi tvi·The frequency w~uld be: 

~-O (T,j-1)-Ovj 
Fj :~------~------~-

c: 
1 

3) When the ' oc'cupancy due to higher "levels" is 
proportional to the time interval considered, 
the study is as follows: 

,...----, 
"Level" under study_----~ ~----: 

I I! 

C'i 2C'j 

Fig', 5 : Total cycle of ~n a type "level" 
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• 
• 

• 
• 

In accordance with Fig. 5, the following rela
tion can be established: 

Fi refers to the maximum execution frequency at 
which the level can ,be run taking into account 
the constraints imposed by the system. 

Explanation of (7.2.i) is as follows: 

refers to the maximum execution 
time of "level" i. 

refers to the time available for 
"levels" other than "i" during 
T. 

refers to the time available for 
"level" i and for levels with 
higher priority. 

According to (7.2.3), the value of Fi may be 
obtained thus: 

(7.2.4) 
Fi a 'T/(C'i + ti . p2 I (l-P) ) 

7.3."LEVELS"WITH INTERNAL PRIORITIES. 

In practical applications the designer may at
tempt to optimize the system by assigning non
preemptive execution priorities to certain 
groups of programs within the same interrupt 
level; these groups may not interrupt ~ach 
other. In ' this mannner several programs desir-

' ing treatment at the same time are executed ac
cording to their nonpreemptive priorities. 

When these programs have a scheduled cycle 
(type a), the concept of "level" can be applied 
to the group of programs with the same non
preemptive priority. The study of 7.2. with 
the exce~tion of (7.2.3) can be applied to 
give: 

Where TJF is the mean occupancy of higher non
preemptive priority "levels". To be more speci
fic it is the mean time elapsing between the 
moment the "level" is scheduled to start and 
the moment it really does start. 

Along the same lines, TJ= Fi·TJF is the total 
occupancy during T. 

Ci-ti(l+P)-TJF(l+P) is the time within a cycle 
in which the "level" is neither executed, in

, terrupted,nor in wait. 

The left-hand side minus TJ will give the time 
that the "level" really takes to be executed: 
Fiti· 

Solving the equation in terms of Fi: 

Fi: [T - TJP 21 (I-P)] I [C'i+t~ p2 I (I-P)] 

From each particular organization of "levels" 
TJ can be calculated as a function of the coin
ciding start points, but an upper bound may be 

,calcuJated as: 

~'I (7.3.j 
TJ • Fj tj 

j I I 
where 1= first nonpreemptive priority "level" 
of the same interrupt priority "level". 

8. SYSTEM STABILITY. 

Stabilities may be categorized by means of their 
weak or strong nature. Applying the first con
cept the system is stabilized when it is assur
ed that its overall runtime will not surpass a 
certain limit; applying the second case the 
system is stabilized if each task is completed 
at or before a time limit associated with that 
task. 

In the present/ model only stability in the 
weak sense will be considered. Assuming that 
the Bys'tem is working under certain traffic con
ditions, stability criteria may be as follows: 

o i (8.1) 

, j 
If for some value of n=j, ~ OJ ~ T the system 
is blocked to all "levels ·w'i th ' less priority 
than j. 

This blocking means that, since only average 
values are c onsidered in the calculation method, 
the "levels" with priority lower than that of j 
will not be run in the computer. 

Let us consider a "level" of c-type with fi , 
limited only by its execution time and higher 
levels occupancy. 

The maximum execution frequency will be estimat
ed by , the following expresion: 

Fimax' T I TimiD (8.2) 

where Timin means the minimum period of time 
elapsing between consecutive starts of "level' sIt 
execution. The value of Timin may be ex~ressed 
as: 

(8.3) 

where O(Timin,i-l) is the occupancY , due to 
higher priority levels during Timin. This 
equation should be solved by iterative methods. 

An upper limit of (8.) is given by the formula: 

i • 1 _, + 

TimiD ~ ~ [TimiD I Tj] . tj + ti 
J • 1 

where [ ]+ is the rounded up integer value of 
the quotient Timin/Tj and Tj is the actual time 
period between consecutive starts. 
The value of Tj is given by: Tj .T/1 
According t6 the calculatipn, if a frequency 
fimax is assigned to "level" i, only the higher 
priority "levels" can be run. 

Therefore, independent of the type of level to 
be considered, it will be necessary to check 
that the execution frequency of the level is 
lower than the maximum in order to get the 
stability of the system. 
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9. DELAYS. 

In paragraph 4, the assumptions for delays of 
each level in the system (including waiting in 
queue and service time) are defined. The ini
tial instant (the significant one) is specifi
ed in pragraph 4 for each a, b or c type. 

When an interruption of'1ever' j will be pre
sented,the reasons for delays are: 

a) Execut ion' of some "level" k of less priori ty 
than j but with an INHIBIT time (mean ~j ) 
that should be exhausted before the inter
ruption is accepted. 

As :the probability of one "level" being pre
sent when another arrives is unknawn, an 
average inhibit time (~l).) for the "level" 
j, obtained from all the ~orresponding to 

"levels" k of less priority than j (k> j) , 
will be considered. 

b) Execution of higher priority'~evel~~ l,(l<j) 
once the interruption of "level" j is accepted 
and during the execution of "level" j in the 
processor; the latter being prolonged by 
new arrivals with priorities higher than 
that of j. 

According to a) and b) and the hypotheses 
of the method, the delay will be: 

Dj' 0 (Di • i-I) + ti -+ ~ ? 
where ti is already defined and: 

° averag,e inhibit time of"levels"i+l, •• n. ' "&. 
I 

O(Di. i-I) 
is the occupancy of "levels" of highe'r 
priority than i during Di. 

- For "levels" not influenced by higher ones, 
o (Di , i-I) =0, the delay is only D= ti + ~ i 

- In ','levels" where the disturbance by higher 
ones is maximum, 

i-I 

o (Di. i-I): , ~ oj I Fi 
J : I 

because a "level!' cannot interrupt the lower 
ones in excess of its total occupancy 

i: I 

Di : L OJ I Fi .. tr" ~ ~ 
j : I 

- When the influence of higher "levels" is 
proportional to "the time in which i "level'" 
remains in the system, Di can be obtained by 
means of an iterative process. This process 
illustrates how the influence increases as 
the delay increases. 

If a higher "level" has less frequency than 
"level" i despite providing maximum disturbance, 
it cannot interrupt more than the maximum 
number of times calculated above (less than the 
minimum considered in the iterative process). 
Thus these"levelS' are used in the obtention of 
an initial value for the formulae: 

~ [D-- i/Tj] +. Di: L.. tjHi+ 'Z'D V ,j; Fj ~ Fi 
j : I i , 

is applied with the initital value of 

using this value on the right-hand side and 
halting the process when two consecutive Di s 
are equal. 

With the value for Di previously obtained for 
each "level': useful information can be obtained 
for the system by comparing Di and the mean 
time , between schedules. In general the value of 
Di obtained by this method will diverge before 
reaching the 100% occupancy due to the pessimis
tic approximation of [ r 
This is a sensitive parameter which gives 
an indicati on of the margin in which the proces
sor approaches maximum capacity. 

The rate Di/ti gives a more exact idea than Di 
of the downgrading of the i "level" caused by ' 
the priority system. It is a measure of the 
level's performance, being 1 for the highest 
priority level, and successively increasing for 
the lower ones. Large values of Di/ti indicate 
inefficiency in handl"ing the i "level" under 
given inputs. 

In order to minimize the delays it is d~sirable 
to decrease the execution times, with increas-
ing priorities, due to the fact that the higher 
the priority of the level the greater its in
fluence over the others. However, this influence ~ 
depends on the arrival law of the levels and the 
service discipline. 

10. CONCLUSION. 

A non-probabilistic model has been proposed ~ 
which approximately describes the occupancy of ~ 
each level as well as the delays undergone by 
tasks offered to , the levels. The results allow 
the establishment of criteria for defining the 
capacity of the system. Furthermore, since the 
model is easily handled by a computer program, 
system designers can be provided with the in
formation necessary to improve the software 
organization. 
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